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Polk, Van Housen to Speak
For Co011nunitySyinposiurn

Lawrence Delegations
To Attend Mock UN

TOMORROW'S Lawrence University Symposium on
Community Planning will feature speakers Benjamin
Polk and Thomas Van Housen, hoth experts in univer-

TWO DELEGATIONS of five Lawrence university
students each are representing Ghana and Cambodia
at a mock United Nations. being held at the University

sity and city planning.
KEYNOTE speaker Polk , of
New York city, has an unusual architectural ba~kground.
After
holding positions in various California architecture firms, he spent
two years, from 1950 to 1952, doing research in town and regional
planning in England and on the
continent of Europe.

In 1952 he took a position in architectural and planning practice
as princip,al of a firm which served India, Burma, Pakistan and
Nepal, later forming his own finn
of Chatterjee and Polk .and becoming the partner in charge of architeetur al design.

Some of the designs have included Utkal university, Orissa,
the Times of India office and press
building, New Delhi; a town plan
for the new town of Tensa, Orissa; a t.!;!~atre for dance and music, C&~utta , and th€ Government
'house and palaC€ for ~he King of
Nepal.
POLK'S wo rk is

in
the belief that functional utilitv
and fine a;.ipearan~e are united·;
that matter~ o.f climatic adaptafon, of safety, and of effici'e nt
org~r.iz3ticn turn e; L:t :::lso to be
matters of beauty and structural
logic."
"desig ne::l

The other guest speaker, Thom·
as V,an Housen of St. Paul, Minn.,
is a Lawrence Alumnus. His ma,,
jor interests are sfte and urban
planning and master site plan ..
»iog and research.

He has produced the central
business district study for downtown St. Paul and the master site
plan for Notre Dame university.
Fresently, he is supenwr for all
construction for Macalester college, St. Paul.
He will speak to the first of the
afternoon seminars on problems
of college and .university planning.
The symposium will open with
the keynote speech at 10:40 a.rn.
tomorrow in the Chapel, move to

Youngchild hall , room 161 for two
afternoon seminars, at 1 and 3
p.m., on university and city planning, and conclude with a short
panel discussion and question period at 7 p.m . in the same place.

Contributor Will
Acc·e pt Petitions
The Contributor Board has announced It will accept petitions
for membership for the remainder of 1965 and 1966. The deadline
is noon, Monday, April 19.
Petitions should consist of a
resume of the applicant's experience and a brief statement describing his criteria for judging
a piece of literature or art. The
a~ount of time he will be able to
devote to the magazine is an important factor.
Petitions may be submitted to
Jay S9eare and Jim Ogdie, Trever ; Penn y Davis, Sage; Nat Tilesto n, Phi Tau ; or M. C. Vander
Vi,d. :12~· mond house.

Till After Comprehensives
IN LAST Monday's Student Senate meeting, President Mark Saltzman noted that the prom had beeJl
scheduled for Friday, May 21, just three days before

1965 Encampers
The 1965 Encampment will begin on Frid~y,
April 30, with 68 students and about 26 fac~lty
members attending at Gardner Dam. The steermg
board is compos,e d of Sue Eaton . chairman; Jack
Robertson, treasurer; Sandy Lehto, secretary;
and Nora Bailey, Tom Conley, Lee Dodds, Byron
Nordstrom, Mark Saltzman and Tony Valukas.
Those unable to attend should notify Sue Eaton, extension 347, by Wednesday, April 21, ·so
that alternates may be selected.
Freshmen
Phil Berghausen
Sandra Butler
Sue Carpenter
Rod Clark
Mary Lee Huber
Nancy Kaplan
Mike Last
Mary Ann Michael
Sandra Reising
Paige Wickland
Sophomores
Vaughan Ariano
Diane Banthin
Bruce Bauer
Bill Benowicz
Simms Buckley
Dave Chambers
Lorin Daggett
C. J . Eckert
John Fallon
Hope Harron
Craig Harris
Gibson Henry

director John McN.
Rosebush addressed last week's
Great Decisions series luncheon
on "Viet Nam - Is Victory Po.ssible?"
ALUMNI

Senafe to Postpone Prom

senior comprehensives.
Social
commitJtee co-chairman Jo Meeker explained that if desired , the
dance could be postponed one
week.
WHILE the Brubeck concert
could not be changed, both the
band and the location for the
prom were available for May 28
booking.
Representatives consulted their
constituencies and voted by telephone Tuesday night; the results
were near.:iunanimous in f.avor of
postponing the prom until Friday,

Chris Kaufman
Anna Mack
Sue Miller
Hugh Nellans ·
Chuck Norseng
Tim Parker
Marcia Rogers
LaRayne Rudi
Dick Wittenberg
Juniors

Lynne Ansorge
Bob Dahlberg
Dave Glidden
Bill Johnson
Frank Jones
Del Karen
Lynn Kehoe
Jim Knipe
Gordon Lutz
Mary Ann Masuda
Carla Mettling
Nancy Nye
Joan Reahard
Henry Rutz

Barb Wetherell
Senion;
Sean Austin
Chuck Bennison
Maria Dye
Marilyn Fox
Sue Gilman
Mike Hayes
Bert Hansen
Harley Holt
Bob Kadarauch
Suz Keller
Mac King
Tim Knabe
Karen Kress
Jim Lynum
Bob Nichols
Maryann Pepin
Rick Rapport
Kathy Seitz
Carolyn Stickney
Dick Stuart
Nat Tileston
Penny Yager

Friday, April 9, 1965

May 28, from 9 p.m. to 2 a.m. at

the Darboy club.
All women will be granted special two-o'dock late permissions ;
Saturday classes have not been
cancelled.
MUSIC will h€ provided by Bob
Mllada ; arrangements will be
under the suoervision of the new
Senate Sociai committee chairman to be elected.
·
The Senate also discussed tomorrow's Community PJ.anning
symposium, which will run from
a 10:40 a.m. keynote speech
through a 7 p.m. discussion, and
an international affairs seminar.
Sir George Williams university,
Montreal, Quebec, will host the
seminar next year. Saltzman announced that ·he had received a
letter from the school inviting
Lawrentians to participa:te.

of Minnesota this weekend. Nick
Burrage is chairman of the Cambodian delegation which includes
Toehl Harding, Thom Verich, Julia Maher and Bill Phillips.
DAVE BEA.i.'VI is chairman of
the delegation from Ghana whose
other members are Jim Streator,
Dr u Munson , Dan LeMahieu and
Mike Last..
Alex Quaison-Soc·k ey, the present president of the UN general
assembly will address all the students attending the session.
Although neither Cambodia or
Ghana is currently a member of
the security council, a number of
subj€cts are scheduled to be discussed in the general assembly.
AMONG these subjects are the
admission of Red China to the UN,
payment of dues, the status of
Southeast Asia (which of course
is of direct importance to Cambodia, the unification of Germany, the nuclear weapons question and the status of Portuguese
territories in Africa (which would
be important to Ghana).
Each member of the delegations has been assigned to two of
these topics and is prepared to
discuss them from the same point
of view as the actual UN representatives of the countries would.
E xperts on these topics will
meet with the delegates to assist
them and for a small fee, a delegation may have an actual inhabitant of the country they rei>resent ,t o aid them.
AFTER the briefings · the delegates will attend meetings of the
various "blocs" of which they
are members. Ghana is essentially the leader of :t he African bloc
and Cambodia an important member of the Southest Asian bloc .
After the bloc meetings, the
delegates attend committee meetings to discuss topics mentioned
previously. At these committee
meetings various resolutions will
be brought up for discussion.
The Cambodian delegation is
going to suggest the neutralirntion of Southeast Asia and the

delegation from Ghana will suggest freeing Angola and other
Port uguese territories in Africa
from outside control and removing the · 'imperialistic powers''
from the Omgo.
THE resolutions which pas.5 the
committee hearings will then be
brought before ,t he general assembly.
Another mock UN is to be held
at the University of Wisconsin
at Milwaukee from April 22 to 25.
Miss Munson, who hopes to assemble at least one delegation of
four students, is not sure which
country the Lawrence students
will represent but has applied for
erably the Ivory Coast, a member
an African or Asian nation, prefof the security council. Interest,
ed students should contact Miss

Munson .

R
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in Chamber Series
Songs by
composer - pianist
Hermann Reutter and Hugo Wolf
will highlight Reutter's concert
with vocalists John and Marion
Paton at 8: 15 p.m. Friday, April
9, in Harper hall.
Reutter's comoositions will include two song· cycles sung in
English: "My Dark Hands" on
poems by American Negro poets,
and "Epitaph for a Poet" by William Faulkner.
The German Romantic ,poet,
Clemens Brentano, is represented in a third cycle, "T h r e e
Songs, " Op. 6L A concluding duet from Reutter' s .comic one-act
opera "The Widow of Ephesus"
is based on a story of Petronius.
All of the compositions date between 1954 and 1962.
The program is last among this
year's Lawrence Chamber Music
series events. Tickets are on sale
at the university box office.

ADPis, Phi Taus
Lead in Scholarship
Alpha Delta Pi and Phi Kappa
Tau led the Greek groups in
grades this term with house averages of 1.938 anq 1.813 respectively.
The all college average, based
on 1242 students, was 1.799. Broken down averages as released by
the registrar's office are as follows:
Sororities
. 1.938
Alpha Delta Pi
.1.931
Kappa Alpha Theta
Delta Gamma ....... .... .. . 1.907
Alpha Chi Omega .. .. ... ... . 1.873
~ppa Delta . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.820
Pi Beta Phi
.1.806
Fraternities
Phi Kappa Tau ... ... . ... . .. 1.813
Beta Theta Pi . . . ....... .. . 1. 771
Phi Gamma Delta
1. 723
Sigma Phi Epsilon . . . . . . . 1.712
Phi Delta Theta . . . . .
. 1.641
Delta Tau Delta . ... . .. .. ... l.588
Tenn II Term I
All men . ... . ... . . 1.702
1.628
All women . . .... . 1.908
1. 785
Independent men 1. 719
1.578
Ind. women
. 1.929
1.765

PRISONERS J eff Jones and Bill Wagner portray the
spirit of the narrator and the condemned man in Site
Skaggs·' production of Oscar Wilde's "The Ballade of
Reading Gaol" presented in Stansbury theatre last Saturday.
·

Lawrence Library Receives
Collection of Rare Books

Pinsky and Bucklew Outline

THE RARE BOOK collection of Milw a uke e-Downer College , 1500 volumes in numb er, arc now being
added to V:nv1·ence's existing collection of 500.

IN A MEETING last week, Leonard 0. Pinsky, assistant professor of philosi0phy, and John Bucklew, Jr.
professor of psychology, outlined the two available

ACCORDING to T. John Metz,
charge of treason. The Raleigh
assistant librarian at Lawrence, a
voll!me was pa,r t of th~ Lawbook can become rare bec2use of
i·ence collection.
its age, because a limited numA few items that fall generally
ber of copies were printed, because somewhere in history it in the "suppressed" , category, not
was suppressed by banning or openly sold in bookstores until reburning, becirnse of its initial cost, cently, came with tl1e Downer
because of its fragility or bBcause books.
of its associational value with
TF EY include the Burton "Arasome famous personage.
aban Nights," of which 1,000 copThe prize for age in the comies were printed in 1923 (the local
bined Lawrence-Downer collec- copy is numbered 999), and Mark
tion goes t.o the Nuremberg 'i'wain's :·rno1". Both of these are
chronicle of 1493, although followof Dbvious im;Jortance to the sering closely behind is "a whole ious .scholar i~ the field.
shelf of books from the 1500's."
An extraordinary number of
The Nuremberg chronicle came books in the Downer collection
are rare hecause of their assodato Lawrence by way of Downer
and by way of Milwaukee Female tion value. These include Tha~kcollege.
eray's geometry book which inTHE NUREMBERG chronicle
cluues his notes and drawings
app€ared 37 years after Europe's
(including a woman with an enfirst book, the Gutenberg Bible, ormous nose ), and a set of
and although the Chronicle is Sh-2 kesp,eru·e owned by Ruskin,
"one of the most common of 15th with ma,rg;nal notes.
century German books." says
Metz. it has also been described
Some of this group have letters
as the most lavishly illustrated from famous authors bound into
the books, although not necessarbook of that p€riod.
Among the books in the limited
ily on the subject of books.
A BOOK that is rare because ef
edition cakgory .are a first edit i o n of Keats' "Endymion" · its frag ility is a large volume of
brought out in 1818 and the mag- Frank Lloyd Wright, accompannificent BoydelJ Shakespeare, proied by a portfolio of loose drawduced about 1800.
ings.
A slightly older Boydell set of
·A book th~t is rare 0-..~ause of
Milton was included in the Down- its in;tial t'OSt is a full-scale reper collection as well, and Metz Eca of the Gutenberg Bible, purcommented on the good fortune chaserl hy Lawrence several years
of possessing both of these cl2ss- ago for $750. For a number of
decades ~awrence has owned a
ics
single page from the original GutAMONG the volumes that became rare because of the suppres- e21herg , generally regarded to be
sion is the Sir Walter Raleigh l•: urope's first printed book.
1614 "History of the World ," banScholars call it the 42 ·line Bible,
ned by James I for being "too for it is now believed that Gutensawsie in censuring princes."
berg was involved only in drawIt was written while the author ing up the original plan and the
technique of manufacture, but did
was imprisoned in the Tower of
not produce it personally.
London for 13 years, on the

Sophomore Studies Courses
courses in next year's sophomore
divisional studies program. The
course in the humanities, Pinsky
said, is designed to cover the
quarter century preceding World
War I.

VOCALIST Marion Paton, a Wis-

consin artist, will appear with
her husband John in tonight's
Charnl:-er Sedes presentat:on at
8: 15 p.m. in Harper hall.

Koopman to Publish
Three Music Works
J ohn Koopman, assistant profossor of m usic, is the author of
three articles wh.: ch have been accepted for forbhcoming publication.

202 E. COLLEGE AVE.
(Just 2 blocks from campus)

~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Pinsky went on to say that the
humanities course would be held
second ,and third ierms next year,
and the other teachers will be Bertrand A. Golgar, assistant professor of Engli.sh, Bradley J. Nickels ,
instructor in art, Charles Breunig,
assodate professor of history, and
Marcel N. Muller, assistant professor of French.

'E arly this year, the Music Journal will carry an article stating
the case for performing art sor.gs
in English written by Koopman.

The readin g fast term is expected to include works by the
novelist Henry James and by his
brother, the psychologist-philosopher, WiHiam J ames. Second term
reading will cover art, architecture, and continental .Jiterature
and philosophy.

-Music Ministry, a publication of
the Methodist church, will carry
two of his miicles. The first deals
with methods for using vocal soloic;;ts more effectively in church
services.

TWO authors already scheduled
c1re the F rench philosouher Henri
Bergson and the French novelist
Marcel Proust. Th e cl asses are
expected to me€t at 1: 10 p.m.
Tuesday and Thursday with each

The second is titled "Selected
Sacred Songs in Modern Idiom"
a nd is a condensed version of a
large annotated list of these material s which he compiled last
summer while working on a Lawr ence university summer study
grant.
Koopman worked with publishers and the New York Public Library to produce a list of more
than 100 contemporary sacred
songs.

Sophomore Studies
Deadline Changed
''the store of friendly,
helpful service"

BUCKLEW explained that the
soci al science division plans to inducie an introduction to the three
majcr areas , economics, psychology and anthropology, under the
specific title of "Man and the Social Order."

The chairmen of the two sophomore divisional studies sections
which will be offered during the
1965-1966 school year announce a
change in the time by which applications for the sections may
be made.
Students may send their applications to Drs. John Bucklew or
Leonard 0. Pinsky through Wednesday, April 14.

~
I

BARBER SHOP

~~

for appointment

~~

Dial RE 9-1805

I

~
~

2J l East College Ave. ~,
Appleton, Wis .

~
(~~~

Con Senior To Give
Organ Recital Seri,es

Hebblethwaite, choirmaster-organist of the First Congregational
church, Menasha, will inaugurate
the series with a program there
at 8: 15 p.m., Sunday, April 11.
Other recitals in the series are
at B€aver Dam, April 25; Evanston, Ill., May 2; Stevens Point,
May 6; Sheboygan, May 9; Wisconsin Rapids, May 16; Wausau,
May 20; an~ Appleton, May 23.
The Appleton concert, the recitalist's senior program, will be given at 8: 15 p.m. in Lawrence
Memorial chap€!.
Hebblethwaite is an organ student of LaVahn Maesch, director
of the conservatory. He is a candidate for the degree of Mus. B.
with majors in education and applied music.
Hebblethwaite's program consists of the "Chaconne en sol" by
Couperin ; chorale prelude "I Call
to Thee, Lord Jesus , Christ" and
"Prelude and Fugue in D Major"
by J. S. Bach; "Death, Like an
Overflowing Stream" by LaVahn
Mae.sch; "Chorale in A minor"
by Cesar Franck; "The Hanging
Garden" by Alain; and "Prelude
and Fugue in G minor" by Marcel Dupre.

SHOE REPAIRING
Ladies' a nd Men's
MODERN EQUIPMENT
SERENliY • PRICES FROM $100 TO $1600

MEN'S TE NNIS and BAS KETB ALL SHOES
BONDSHIRE SHOES for MEN

Sam Belinke

Free Hee l Plates wi t h Each Pa ir of New Men 's Shoes

College at Oneida

"Your Trusted Jeweler"

JERRY LYMAN
Shoe Service
309 W. College Ave.

THE humanities cou!·se will require a "fair amoun t" of writing,
while the social science course
will concentrate most of the writing into independent projects during the latter half of the ~ond
term .
P insky and Bucklew agreed that
the sophomore studies program is
offered to a select group because
the work involves greater dem ands on both the students and
:the teachers. Tb~y compared the
program to f ·eshman studies because of the inter-departmental
aspect, but found it differs because
of the dose relationships of the
fiekls under examin ation.

John Hebblethwaite, a conservatory senior, will present a series of eight public organ recitals
in Wisconsin and Illinois cities
in April and May.

FINEST OF

l ewelers

session lasting about an hour and
a half.
Bucklew commented that the
social science course would meet
during the first two terms and
concentrate on recent readings,
espedally those written after the
World War II. They will not be
above the J.ayman's understanding,
he said. His fellow teachers in
this course will be Chandler W.
Rowe, dean of academic affairs
and professor of anthropology, and
Jules N. LaRocque, assistant professor of economics .
The cow·se will examine the
three fields , discuss their interrelations and1 .then study the nature of social science itself.
A reading list will be ready for
this course to enable the students
to begin the course work before
the first session. The class is expected to meet Mondays from
1:30 to 4:30 p.m.

Across from Penney's & Sears

SINGER John Paton will be featured in a trio tonight with his
wife Marion and composer-pianist
Hermann Reutter.

Juniors to Perform
For Dual Concert
Alice Haselden and Edward
Hoffman will present a recital of
piano and trumpet music at 8: 15
p. m. Thursday, April 15, in Harper hall.
Miss Haselden is from the piano studio of Clyde Duncan, prer
fessor of music. Hoffman is a
trumpet student of Dr. Edgar
Turrentine, associate professor of
music.
Piano selections on the program
are "Ballade," Op. 24, by Grieg,
and "Evocation" and "El Albaicin," both by Albeniz. Trumpet
scores are "Capriccio" by Robert Blum, "Sonata" by Harold
Shapero, and "Prelude et Allegro" by Anthony Donato.
Hoffman will be assisted by pianist Janet Schmalfeldt.

MAGAZINES and
TOBACCOS

Jerry's Pipe Shop

Students Place

Richman Interprets Results
Of Lake Winnebago Project

ENGLISH MAJORS

A m~g of potential English majors will be held at 4:30
p.m. Wednesday, April 14, in
room 207 of Stephenson hall.
A discussion of the requirement of the English major wlil
be followed by a brief question and ianswer period. All
sophomores considering this
area of study are urged to attend.

In Competition

Three conservatory students won
a wards in a state-wide competit ion . sponsored by the National
Federation of Music clubs.
Dale Duesing won first place
in the men's voice competition,
while Richard Vander Bloemen
placed second. Eileen Neau placed second in the piano competition.
Duesing, a baritone, studies
with Mari Taniguchi; Vander
Bloemen, a tenor, studies with
John Koopman ; and Miss Neau is
a piano pupil of Theodore L. Rehl.
Thirteen women and 23 men
As . winner of the state competition, Duesing went on to win who were Lawrence students at
the student men's voice division the beginning of the second term
in the regfonal contest in Des , have withdrawn.
''The reasons for dropping out
Moines, Iowa last Saturday..
difficulties,
Duesing is now eligible to com- include academic
pete in the nationals for a schol- temporary transfer to o t h e r
arship as well as for an opportun- schools which includes s t u d y
ity for public performance with abroad, and withdrawal to work
for a term and .a summer,'' aca n orchestra.
cording to Miss Dorothy H. Draheim, registrar.
This year 46 students, 10 fewer
than last year, withdrew during
or at the end of first term. At
the beginning of second term, 16
Broader eligibility for college students re-entered, compared to
students seeking air force com- 14 last year.
At the end of second term this
missions have been announced by
national headquarters, according year 39 students graduated, 28
to Lt. Col. Carroll M. Newstrom, more than last year. Eight students g.raduated at the end of
professor of aerospace studies.
Several months ago the air first term, compared to none last
force made it possible for stu- year.
The present enrollment includes
dents to join the AFROTC at the
€nd of the sophomore year instead 1205 full-time and special stuof at the beginning of the college dents.
course.
Now the two-year program has
been extended fo men contemplating .g raduate school as well, as
l ong as they are planning to spend
Zelah Newcomb, piano teaching
a full two years at the institution.
A six week field training course specialist and former head of the
is prerequisite to enrollment in prepal"'tory teaching department,
t he two-year commissioning pro- Illinois Wesleyan university, will
gram, either on the undergradu- conduct a day-long piano workshop on Saturday, April 10, at the
ate or the graduate level.
After satisfactorily completing a Music-Drama center.
The event is sponsored by the
s ix-week Field Training course,
required under the provisions of Conservatory and the university
t he ROTC Vitalization Act of 1964, preparatory department. Admiscandidates will be enrolled in the sion is free, with registrations ac11ew two-year Air Force ROTC cepted at the conservatory ol.ifices.
The program will consider bas,p rogram when they return to college or begin their graduate work ic keyboard techniques, notation,
rhythmic, melodic and harmonic
in the fall.
Under the terms of the pro- structures, and the philosophies
gram, cadets receive $40 month- of private and class piano study.
Workshop hours will be 9:30
ly while attending school. The
number of class hours required to a.m.-12 noon and 1:30-4:30 p.m.
complete the AFROTC course has
been ·reduced to accommodate the
crowded academic schedules of
this era.

SPEAKING ON "Biological Integrator,s in the Balance of Nature" last Tuesday evening, Dr. Sumner
Richman, assistant professor of biology, described environmental variables which affect
energy transfer between the plant
and animal levels of an ecological
system.
IN his lecture, the fourth this
year sponsored by the Wisconsin
Gamma Delta chapter of Phi Beta
Kappa, Richman presented the
data, conclusions and implications
he has gleaned during four years
in studying the algae consumption
of a small crustacean, the copepod, found in Lake Winnebago.

Registrar Presents
Enrollment Data

AFROTC Widens
Program Eligibility

Newcomb to Hold
Piano Workshop

Richman explained that cope-

THIS year's fourth Phi Beta Kap-

pa lecture sponsored by Dr. Sumner Richman, assistant professor
of biology, speaking on "Biological Integrators in the Balance of
Nature" last Tuesday evening.

Radio Station Seeks
Promotions Director
As part of an overall effort to
improve and expand the University's ra<l.io programming, WLFM
has just announced an opening
for the position of promotions director.
Jim Kauffman, general manager of the station, said that the
station needs someone wtth "the
native ability to create unusual
ear-catching, witty on - the - air
promotions" for campus events
and special presentations broadcast by WLFM.
"A Promotions Director must
be able to plug a future piano recital as interestingly as he might
tell a shaggy dog story.
" He must show insight into human motivation as well as an
imaginative flair for gimmicks
and sound effects. Experience
with tape equipment is helpful."
He -should show a good sense of
humor and "be dissatisfied with
his present job."
Applicants should contact Jim
Kauffman at extension 314.

Member FDIC

CHRISTlfln

Accurate
Complete
News
Coverage

Student To Discuss
Hiu go Black Prioject

1

Mike Lynn will discuss his independent studies project at the
next meeting of the political science club at 8 p,m., Wednesday,
April 14, at the residence of Dr.
Mojmir Povolny, associate professor , of government. The project concerns Chief Justice Hugo
Black's philosophy of government
as expressed in his decisions in
the Supreme court.

The excess energy in the algae
not consumed by the copepod becomes available to other organisms within the system as ·•a food
source or to the soil ,as a nutrient
source.

He elaborated this observation
on the predator-:prey, relationship
in noting that "an ecological systern consisting ctf one species of
predator and one species of prey
is unstable."
MAN'S attempts at control of
his environment are often unsuccessful, said Richman, because
they overlook the basic stability
of any life-supporting system.

For DISTINITTIVE
MERCHANDISE
Treasure Box
Gift Shop
We welcome you to come
in and browse
313 E . College Ave.

Hear •••

MONDAY thru FRIDAY

9:30-10:30 .,p.m.

Buy One Beer for 35c
GET A SHORTY FOR A YELLOW or GREEN TICKET

momrnR

!I'hrough his project, Riohman
has been investigating "the general nature of this energy transformation , the efficiency of the
process, and the effect of certain
environmental variables on the
nature of energy transfer so that
a yearly picture of energy transformation from one level to the
next can be ascertained."
AFTER measuring the energy
content of the algae with a custom - made bomb calorimeter,
Ri'chman reported, he and his
team measured the respiratory
ra,tes of the copepods in order to
find out how much energy the
copepod expends in daily activi-

feeding rates of the copepod , Richman went on to say, he discovered that consumption increases
with increased concentration of algae uia to a maximum level of consumption. After reaching this
level, the copepod will reject any
additional algae introduced into
his environment.
RICHMAN pointed out that the~
data illustrate the ecological efficiency which maintains a balance in any life-supporting systern.

Jim Choudoir

TOOFERNITE

SCIEnCf

ondary consumers such as small
fish.

'

In addition, Richman described
how he and his team determined.
by ,a process of radioactive tracing, the rates of the copepods'
algae consumption in different
concentrations of algae in lake
water.
In compiling his data on the

PROGRAMX

''LETON STATE BANK

THf

pods' consumption of ,algae represents a kind of energy transfer
from the algae, an energy producer, to the copepod, a primary energy consumer, which uses some
of the energy in its life processes
and passes on the balance to sec-

ties.

on WHBY -

1230 on Every Dial

Saturday Nites 8:00 p.m.

·Retson's San·dwich Shop

TRADITIONAL SHIRTS ...

l 09 West College Avenue
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planning a dance . . .

or dinner ... or meeting?

PA.TIO
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with long point, button-down collar, locker
loop, back pleat, short sleeves, now in good
supply in a grand array of colors, whites
and -stripes at

~\~l\-td
)-1Artg~~

1 Year $24 6 Months $12 ·
3 Months $6
Clip this advertisement and
return it with your check or
money order to:
The Christian Science Monitor
One Norway Street
Boston, Mass. 02115"

PB-l5

~
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a worthwhile walk to Ferrons
417 W. College

April 9, 1965
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Page Four

Mexican Prints.
Now On Display

Film File
~

A show of 80 black and white
woodcuts titled ''Prints of the
Mexican Revolution" will be on.
display until April 30 at the Worcester Art center.
The woodcuts, part of the permanent collection that came to
Lawrence from Milwaukee-Downer college, replaces a show of
paintings by Richard Wilt and
Glen Bradshaw which was cancelled.
The Mexican woodcuts crune·
from the Popular Graphics workshop of Mexico City. Most eminent contributors include Francisco Mora, Alfre<lo Zalce, Leopoldo Mendez, Alberto Beltran.
and Arturo Garcia Busto.
Remaining shows at Lawrence
for this school year are, May 1
to 22 , a display by Lawrence faculty members Arthur Thrall.
graphics and paintings; E . Dane
Purdo, silver; and Colian B.
Kneale, sculpture : May 23 to
June 4, senior major art show :
June 6 to June 13; general student show.

By R. GORDON LUTZ

ALTHOUGH when you read this, "The Silence" will
have already passed from the Appleton theatre's
screen, it deserves comment even after-the-fact, and
Mr. Robe.rt Recker, the manager
of the Appleton , deserves a great
deal of credit for bringing the picture here.
INGMAR Bergman's next-tolatest film is a depressing study
of a perverse world that tends to
fose its perversity by virtue of its
alienation from any comparatively "normal" or healthy world ,
and the question remains whether or not Bergman admits the existence of any. The film is at
least as intense as any film
Bergman has made to date .
As the final film in his trilogy
which began with "Through a
Glass Darkly" and continued with
"Winter Light," "The Silence" is
the most disturbing of the three in
its claustrophobic presentation of
tile labyrinthine COITidors and
rooms of a hotel in a foreign city.
7.It is almost as if Bergman is
~aying there is no escape ; there
are not the refreshing scenes of
nature, either friendly or antagonistic, that we have come to expect in Bergman's other pictures,
but rather the teeming city street
crowded with cars, construction
gangs and unpleasant pedestrians.
AND the characters we meet
are a lesbian, a nymphomaniac ,
some dwarfs , and a small bo:v,
shamed, confused·and bewildered
who wanders in their midst.
.But that is only one aspect of
the film. It m.av not he a great

film, or, in the version we are allowed to see, even a very good
film., but it deserves to be shown
and seen, and not simply ,because
Wanda Hale of the New York
Daily News found it shocking.
·F ilm Classics' ' 'Rules of the
Garn€" this week stars and was
directed by Jean Renoir and is a
social farce very much in the
French style, which means in this
case that the film defies any more
categorization than that.
IT basically concerns a wild
weekend in the country, complete
with love, intrigues , horseplay and
death, and in the end only the
r ules of the game have not changed.
Elsewhere on the film scene, the
Bahamas are a busy place these
days. The "Thunderball" crew,
headed by Sean (007) Connery, set
up their cameras as soon as the
Beatles had left to continue their
shooting of "Beatles Two" in Austria.
John Lennon wrote the
script.
And " The Rector df Justin" is
due for a film version soon, ,a.s is
the currently pooular Henrv Roth
novel , "Call It Sleep," whi~h will
go before the cameras on New
York's Lower East side, possibly
with Ingmar Bergman's standby
Harriet Anderson in the role of the
mother.
:
Next week, Bardot, Moreau, and
" Oscar."
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For the BEST BUYS in SCHOOL SUPPLIES, ART

Professor Will Sing
For Season Concert
Soprano Mari Taniguchi, associate professor of music, will be
featured soloist with the Law·r ence Symphony orchestra at its
second concert of the season, at
8 : 15 p.m. Sunday, April 11, in the
Memorial chapel.
Kenneth Byler, associate professor of music , is conductor of the
65-member ensemble of university and community musicians.
Miss Taniguchi will be heard in
the Samuel Barber composition
"Knoxville : Summer of 1915" for
voice and orchestra, Op. 24.
Other works on the program are
"Prelude" to the opera "Die Meistersinger von Nurnberg, " by
Wagner, and the "Symphony No.
3 in A minor," Op. 56 ("Scotch")
by Mendelssohn.

THE SHADED eyes of Humphrey Bogart coolly appraise a bungling bodyguard in last Sunday's Fil~
Classics presentation of "The Maltese Falcon."
·
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and DRAFTING MATERIALS

VIKING

SYLVESTER & NIELSEN, Inc.
209 East College Avenue

Appleton, Wisconsin

NOW! Thru Thurs.,
April 13th

SHE'S BACK
With More Comedy!

NEED
A NEW HANDBAG?
Choose from over 1000 models ·
at Pah-Low's.
P r iced from $3 to $100

PAH-LOW S
1

Luggage - Gifts- Leather Goods
Downtown Appleton
. ..·
MARGARET RUTHERFORD

PATRONIZE
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TAP TOKENS:
l 00 Cost a Dollar-Each one is worth Five Cent,s
on a Glass of Tap Beer!
ONLY IN THE "STEIN'' ROOM
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EUROPE FOR LESS
Travel in a group with other U. S. college students
All expense low cost trips by ship or plane.
HA'P'NY (College Credit): 52 days, 15 countries
-$11?9
AROUND THE WORLD: 52 days - 10 countries
-$2595
ADVENTURER: 47 days-10 countries- $1072
BUCCANEER: (62 day5,- l O countries (inc. Greece)
-$1296
. VAGABOND: 46 days-14 countries (inc. Russia)
-$1198
Write for Free Information

AMERICAN YOUTH ABROAD
44 University Station

Minneapolis, Minn. 55414

Take 5 .•• and swing out refreshed.
Coca-Cola - with its bright Iively Iift,
big bold taste,
never too sweet - refreshes best.
things
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Coke
Bottled under the authority of The Coca-Cola Company by:

LaSalle Bottling Company, Oshkosh, Wisconsin

' LIONEL JEFFRIES. STRINGER DAVIS
CHARLES TINGWELL · RON MOODY
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CO-FEATURE -

Harley Mills, John, Mills,
James MacAurthur

'TRUTH· ABOUl
SPRING'
(in color)

LAWRENCE
STUDENTS
Bring ,this ad and be admitted
Friday or Saturday Evening
for 85c
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Of Frosh Girls' Counselors
By DIANE A. BANTHIN
IN THE THIRD article of the series on the counseling system, the Lawrentian
interviewed Miss Mary Morton, dean of women, ·on the duties of the women counselors. In the discussfon of these duties Miss Morton commented upon her rela-

CAUCUS

Viet - Congo ,

~

' - - - - - - - - - - - BUD WALSH
By DAWSON B. PECK
ARE YOU TIRED of Phi Beta Kappa lectures and
science symposiums? Are you apatheic about the artist series and Mortar Board meetings? Do you ponder
,corpmitting horrible sex crimes?
Would you rather just look at the
sidewalk than say hello to your
,cretin friends?
WOULD you feel safer without
the Student Senate, the Union
committee and the campus mail?
Don't you wish Berkeley .and
Selma and Viet Nam would join
forces and all march on the North
Pole protesting the National Geographic? Don't some parts of
Webster's Dictiooory make you
burning mad?
If you can answer "yes" to any
of the above questions then "Instant Theatre" has confronted you
not a moment too soon.
If the Religion in Life and Sex
and Marriage conferenres and the
Greek Sing have done nothing to
aid your intellectual and physical
pursuits of the truth, then Instant Theatre is your only hope
for sanity.
The understanding and altruistic staff of Instant Theatre realize and sympathize with the frustrations aroused by Academia
and in an effort to purge these
anxieties and silent desperations
from your dirty, guilt-ridden
bodies, we offer you an escape
which is guaranteed to yield tranquility.
Each edition of Instant Theatre
is uniquely designed to be produced by you behind the locked doors
of your tiny rooms.
The manuscripts are short and
require a minimum number of
participants; stage directions and
other helpful hints accompany the
rapidly paced dialogues.
For this therapeutic treatment
to succeed, however, you must refuse to join all committees, discourage your friends from becoming counselors and refrain from
voting in the exciting all-school
elections.
If these instructions are carefully followed and each edition of
1

Instant Theatre is read and produced faithfully then catharsis is
yours!

THE MALE BOX

tion and that of her assistant,
Miss Carole P. Trautwein, to the
counselors during the year and upon the individual reports that
counselors fill out on each freshman girl in their sectioni.
MISS MORTON discussed the
duty of counselors in relation to
dormitory living. She stated that
a counselor must enforce LWA
regulations · such as quiet hours,
closing hours, dress regulations
and lounge conduct.
She emphasized that the freshmen take over the majority of
these disciplinary functions aft.er
the election of dorm officers and
floor representatives to the House
council.
However, this House council is
advised by the head resident and
by the head counselor, who remains head proctor according to
LWA rules requiring · the head
proctor to be a junior or senior.
MISS MORTON added that since
the House council is given as much
responsibility as it is ready and
willing to take, the duties of
counselors as disciplinarians vary
from year to year.
,
In discussing the number ,and
kinds of meetings that the counselors have· with their section
members, other counselors, head
residents and the dean, Miss Morton stated that this too varies
from year to year.
However, she did go on to state
that counselors and head residents
in each dorm normally did hold
weekly meetings and that counselors held frequent meetings with
their sections during the first

The characters
term.
Lyman Rug-a small, thin man.
THE personal contact of the
Gladys Rug-a big, fat woman.
(Lyman is sitting inside the cor- dean of women and her assistant
with the counselors consists of
ner mail box dreaming about his
trip to Peru. It's dark inside the monthly meetings with all the
mail box because it's dark out- counselors.
Miss Morton stated that the proside the mail box.
grams of these meetings include
(Several hours elapse before a discussion of current problems or
single ray of light penetrates the projects; the counseling psycholback of the mail box. Lyman ogist does attend one meeting to
turns and notices his wife Gladys , give the counselors some help in
sitting next to him eating a sweet
understandbtg student behavior,
role.)
including their own.
Lyman: Go away you big fat
Miss Morton said she has no
woman.
meetings with individual counS€1G1adys: Never.
ors on a weekly basis because of
Lyman: Got a match?
the time element involved.
Gladys: You can't smoke in
SHE ALSO emphasized that
here.
with such a procedure she would
Lvman: The hell I can't.
only get to meet with the individGiadys: You want us to burn?
ual counselors twice a year. In
Lyman: Ya, maybe I do.
Gladys: I'm leaving.
(She other words, she sees the frequent
stands and peers through the · group meetings to be more helpopening of the box.) The mail f ul.
Instead of ,a weekly conference
man's coming.
system either Miss Morton or her
Lyman: So what?
assistant meets with the counGladys: 'So he'll see us when he
selors
at the end of first term to
gets the mail, stupid.
Lyman: Now, fatty, don't you talk about how the girls in their
sections are getting along socialwish you were ad<lresse<l to Peru?
ly and .academically.
Gladys: I love you Lyman.
She added that counselors work
Lyman: I hate you fatty.
much more often and more closely with their own head resident
INDEPENDENTS
than they do with the dean.
·
The Independents will hold
She feels this is both natural
their annual meeting at 5 p.m.,
and necessary because of the closer connection between counselor
Wednesday, April ' 21 in the
and head resident.
Terrace room of the Union
THE Lawrentian
questioned
when a new president will be
Miss Morton on other duties of
elected for the school year
counselors.
1965-66.
She commented about the reAnyone planning to run for
ports that each pair of co1tnselors
the office must contact Sue
write on their freshman section
Nelson by Friday, April 16, in
. members emphasizing th.at these
order to be considered.
reports are viewed in relation to

the student personnel reports in
general.
As to the personnel records in
general, Miss Morton viewed them
as a means of certifying at any
given time as to a student's accomplishments and progress in
college.
SHE stressed the theory that it
is possible to deal more intelligently with a person if you know
something about him.
As for the counselors' reports.
Miss Morton said that these are
added to a stud,.ent's folder ,as one
more means of knowing what · she
is all about when the time comes
for a ~ecommendation or for dealing with some persona) problems.
The question posed to Miss Morton was Are these reports essentiial?
In answering the question, Miss ·
Morton reviewed the process of
writing these reports and their
purpose. She stated that counselors write these brief descriptions of each gH-1 in their section
for the purpose of telling what
kind of girl she is as a "rising
sophomore."
WHEN further asked about the
nature of the questions on these
standardized reports, Miss Morton
stated that questions concern how
the freshman's background has
affected ber, her dorm citizenship, her reaction to academic
pressure, her special interests and
her growth in responsibility during the year.
One question raised was on the
validity of these reports; we asked further how these junior counselors were cap.able of filling out
such reports.
Miss Morton stated that each
pair of counselors pool their
knowledge and judgement in preparing their reports.
·
SHE added that counselors are
instructed beginning in the middle of the year, in the method of
writing objective descriptions.
In turn, the counselors write a
preliminary rep-0rt which they go
over with someone experienced
with such reports. The question
remains, however, whether such
reports can be valid.
Miss Morton stated that each
head resident checks over these
reports and may add observations
before they are handed in to the
dean's office where the dean , after
reading them, adds them to the
students' .personnel folder.
IN THAT the reports are a part
of the students' personnel file . the
use of them is restricted to staff
members responsible to them and
their faculty advisers.
Miss Morton stated that the
records in genera1 are kept for the
benefit of the student r,.ather than
the dean.
When questioned about the value
of these reports Miss Morton indicated that they are a unique report of a girl' s development in
ber freshman year. She added
that the basic principle for these
reports, which is to help her
know more about the girl. is
beneficial. Assuming that these
reports are beneficial one could
ask for how long they are valid.
MISS MORTON stated that a
student's records are at present
kept for ten years after she is
graduated. Miss Morton indicat-

ed her feeling that the counselor's
reports did have validity throughout this time.
A question ·i s how reliable are
these reports written by juniors
abput girls who are only freshmen?
Like any other one-time duty
this duty of writing reports is
merely mentioned to applicants
when they are learning about the
duties of counselors.
SHE added that they are more
specifically described at the time
of their instruction as counselors.
In discussing .any changes in
this system in the near future Miss
Morton stated that there were no
plans for any; however, the form
of the reports might change from
year to year.
Miss Morton then went on to
discuss other duties of counselors.
They include the counselors' returning to school one day before
the freshmen and helping the
members of the New Student
Week committee.
IN OUR coming articles the
Lawrentian will attempt to examine the men's counseling system in light of the women's and
will investigate other types of
counseling systems in looking to
possible revis_ions of the present
one.

Five Will Appear
In Student Recital
Three area music ·student.s and
a regional winner of National
Federation of Music Clubs competition are among the redtalists
on a student program planned for
2:30 p.m. , Friday, April 16 in Harper hall.
Area performers include pianist David Richardson, violinist
Madeline Menten, and pianist Nan
Orthmann.
The contest winner is baritone
Dale Duesing. Duesing was awarded first place in the student men's
voice di;ision of the music competition held in late March at
Des Moines, Ia. He had earlier
won the state contest in his category at Milwaukee.
Richardson will play "Sonata
in D Major" by Haydn. Miss
Menten will be heard with pianist
Donna Speitz in a performance
of the first movement, "Allegro,"
from the "Concerto in G Major,"
K. 216 by Mozart. Miss Orthmann
will assist violinist Nora Bailey
in the "Sonata in E Major," 1935
by Hindemith.
Due.sing's selections include
adas from "The Marriage of Figaro" by Mozart, "The Old Maid
and The Thief" by Menotti, and
"Elijah" by Mendelssohn ,and
"Three Songs of Travel" by Ralph
Vaughan-Wiliams.
Miss Speitz will also be heard
in "Menuet" and "Rigaudon",
from "LeTombeau de Couperin,"
by Ravel.

GREEK BALL
Saturday Nile
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From the Editorial Board

Counselors' Reports.
The reports required of women counselors about
.t heir counselees have been one of the major factors in
causing questioning of the present counseling sys1tem.
The Lawrentian questions for several reasons whether this system is necessary or beneficial; thus we feel
that evaluation of the system is needed.
Miss Morton points out the theory that "it is possible to deal more intelligently with or concerning a
person if you know something about him"; we fully
agree but we feel that the present system is not suitable for best implementation of this theory; an oral
system might be more effective.
In the first place, frequent, regular contact among
deans, head res1idents and counselors would help them
to discuss and deal with problems as they arise in the
freshman year; the deans could make notations. in
their own personal shorthand to serve only as. informal
reminders of the major points of a woman's. career
here insofar as such information may be helpful in
counseling the girl throughout her college life, though
we feel that it 'Should not be used for social recommendation purposes. The dynamic process of vital
communication would also help to sharpen counselors/
awareness ·of .prese.nt problems before they become
too serious.
This verbal system has the further advantage of
greatly increasing the objectivity which is presently
encouraged in the written reports, for the deans could
give detailed help and suggestions, on the spot to counselors who make value judgements or inadequate or
inaccurate statements and observations.
This same self-correcting process works the other
way too: through regular meetings, the students can
help the deans to form an adequate understanding of
studant behavior upon which to base their understan.ding of and action on student problems.
Another advantage in a primarily oral system is
that freshman problems are viewed within the perspective _of the freshman year and do not form a basis
for implied comparison with the student's later de.velopment. College as a maturing exnerience should
have a profound effect on the student by the sophomore year as the name itself implies. Oan it be fair to
tag a person as a freshman for nearly fifteen years?
One of Miss Morton's primary objections to an in-:
crease in regular verbal contact with woman counselors rests on the basis of the time. required; that is1
on the basis of expediency. But we question whether
the problem of expediency is of sufficient importance
in the. preparation of data needed to help the student
with problems, specifically whether expediency is a
valid justification for having written reports. We feel
that it is well worth the time to attend efficiently to
incident problems before they reach serious proportions 'and require more drastic action.

By NANCY L. KAPLAN

CONTRARY to general opinion, Hell week, the annual tradition observed by
Lawrence fraternities prior to initiation, appears to have a constructive aspect
which the non-fraternity Lawrentians do not have the opportunity to see. Outsiders are aware of only the individual reactions and general secrecy
of the ritual, recounted in the form
of anecdotes and visible in the
tired but wdl-dressed pledges
coming to class during Hell week.
Talks with spokesmen from Lawrence's six fraternities reveal that
each follows a different procedure and that the participants
themselves view Hell week in a
variety of ways.
People not involved in Hell
week are often unaware that there
is a pre-initiation creed of the
Inter - Fraternity coundl. This
creed sets the limits of pledge
activities, requires a minimum
of six hours of undisturbed sleep,
forbids any activity "which can
be termed unsanitary, dangerous,
or degJ"ading, or potentially so."
Thus we see that the pledge going through Hell week is safeguarded to a degree.

• • •

iBruce Bauer, who was in
charge of Hell week at Phi Kappa
Tau, explains that his fraternity
· uses this time to observe pledges
in "extreme situations" to get to
know the pledges better. By being constantly watched in a restriicted environment, the pledges
are .p ressured into being themselves and into unifying themselves into a group.
They are "pitted against a common force'' and have to deal with
it together. Bauer points out that
the pressure exerted is more psychological than physical.
The actives, Bauer says, must
be sensitive to the circumstances
in order to keep anything from
going too far.
Included in the Phi Tau activities were a constructive work
project at the Appleton Golden
Age club and formal evaluations
of Hell week hy the pledges.
The consensus reached in these
sessions was that Hell week served as a logical "rite of passage."

• * ""

For Phi Delta Theta, Tom Edstrom expresses the same basic
idea that Hell week unifies pledges
and that by working together the
pledge class is able to find out
who its natural leaders are.
He says that the pledge is
taught the importance of the organization he is ahout to join. He
mentions that the activities are
planned to rid any pledge of a
"rockiness" and that this seems
successful.
The generalization that can be
gathered from the Phi Delt Hell
week is that the pledges are
"thrown around" and therefore
they are thrown together.
By realizing that during Hell
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Speaking for Phi Gamma Delta,
Bob Duncan says that the Hell
week procedure followed is looking
for logical, mature reactions from
the pledges. He feels that the
usual amount of calisthenics has
a well-founded part because it is
one way to put the .pledges W1der
an equal amount of stress.
The activities consist in part of
"fW1 and games," which Duncan
feels , are "a little ridiculous," but
are good comic relief and help the
actives to gauge pledge reactions.
There . are question-and-answer
periods concerning fraternity life
and lore, work sessions and a service project at Peabody Manor.
DW1can comments on pledge reactions to Hell week by saying
that frequently pledges are able
to see the philosophy behind it
when it is all over, but that during Hell week itself they are too
prejudiced to make a valid judgement. A common reaction seem~
ed to be that it was fun, but
"never again."

Mike O'Neil expresses a contrasting philosophy of Hell week
in his discussion of Beta Theta Pi
policy. The Betas feel Hell week
serves to complete grou.o unity in
the .pledge class, and that it is
truly needed for this purpose.
He says Hell week activities
lead to an appreciation of the fraternity, a feeling of unity. and is
the one time the pledge class is
brought together for a fairly long
time.
A "help" project was planned
for Hell wek, but the .program fell
through at the last minute. The
Betas accomplis~d a general
house clean-up as part of their
Hell week. There was no evaluation session in their program.

Jack Harwood describes the
Hell week observed by Sigma Phi
Epsilon as "experimental" becau.se there were no "fun and
games." The traditional practical
jokes and physical exercises were
replaced with more group work
activities and discussions.
In this manner a togetherness of
pledges and actives is achieved
as well as a feeling df equality between the members and future
members.
The .participants ate the same
meals, worked · jointly, played
football in the snow and nracticed
songs. There was a definite attempt to make no specific distinction between the actives and the
pledges.
The experiment is based on the
principle of creating positive,
rather than negaltive, stimulus on
the pledges. Actives feel that past
Hell week activities have not
been constructive for the pledges
and therefore there was little suppom of former practices.
Harwood says the Sig Eps felt
W1ity had already been ~chieved

Gus Murphy presents the Delta
Tau Delta Hell week as the cul~
minating activity of the ten-week
pledgeship. He says it W1ifies actives and pledges in the last activity of the pledge class as such.
There is a fair amoW1t of common activity, and the " hell" they
give is to see individual pledge
reactions.
The schedule for the Delt Hell
week was prirnarilv house jobs
during the d~y and the " fun and
games" type of activity at night.
The traditional aspects of Hell
week keep it entertaining for the
Delt actives.
There was one major pledge
"walk out" during Hell week thi~
year, and Murphy says they were
aU "glad to see it" because it indicated a strong, cohesive pledge
class.
In evaluating Hell week, Murphy
calls it "just another way to waste
time." He says some of the same
things could be accomplished with
work sessions and giving the
pledges "hell" at unappointed
times during .the pledge period.

• • •

Harwood indicates that the results of this exp€riment make the
elimination of Hell week a possibility, and that the idea of a
shorter pledge period is also being considered.
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through pledge raids last term.
He says that this year's pledge
class was "exceptionally unified"
to begin with because of deferred
rush and because many happen
to live together in the freshman
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HELLERl LAUNDERETTE
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week, "right or ·wrong, a pledge
can't win," the pledges are encouraged to realize that together
there is a better chance of survival.
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Heselton Asserts ·

Golf Squad Has

.Sideline Highlights

Strong Potential

' - - - - - - - B y RODNEY A. CLARK

With his five top men from
last season and several promis:ing newcomers, coach Bernard
E. Heselton feels that rt.his year's
golf team has the potential to
move uo a few notches from last
year's -fifth-place finish in the
conference meet.
·
Heselton stated that this year's
squad has more depth than any
,o ther in recent years with ten
golfers competing for the five
regular spots. However, he stresses that the tempermental Wisconsin clime will be a determining
factor in the development of the
.squad.
The squad will be paced by five
lettermen, including three year
veteran seniors Harley Holt, Bob
Kadarauch and Eric Schulenberg.
Junior lettermen Gus Murphy and
'Tom Hedin, who paced the team
with a 9-1 dual meet record last
.season, also return.
Sophomores Larry Newman and
Chuck Norseng move up from
last year's freshman team to
challen ge for spots on the top
five. Juniors Mike Katz and
R alph Hartley and sophomore
Guy Vitale add depth to the
.squad.
Heselton feels this year's frosh
squad shows promise and should
be ready for· its May 1 match with
Ripon. The team includes Bob
Boeing, Louie Cornelius, Hugh
Denison, Shaun Donnelly, John
Phillips, J ohn Schade , John Schul~nberg and Bob Suettinger.

Tennis Teant Hopes
For Smash. Season
Head coach Ronald D. Roberts,
who has just started his second
year at Lawrence, doubts that
this year's tennis team will be
able ·to match last year's excellent 9-1 dual meet record, and a
e onference third place finish.
Only lettermen Dave Cooper,
John Bertram and Nick Vogel, all
seniors, return. Roberts feels that
this year will be a rebuilding
year, but five members of last
year's undefeated freshman squad
could develop fast and move the
Vikes near the top.
These five sophomores, who
will be wearing varsity togs for
the first time this year are Bob
Bletzinger, George Thomas, Doug
Opel, .Tohn Grandin, and John
'\ lhipple. _I\. lone ju:-i ior, Melvin
F o, comnletes the team.
The u,;m to beat this year ap'.Pears to , e Carleton, which finfahe<l sf cc 1 1d last ve.::ir . and Rio()n , th e cls 'ending ci1ampion, couid
;b towJ.h again. Grinnell and St.
·C laf hoth look strong and could
l1amper 3ny Viking aspirations.

HEAD WRESTLING COACH Ronald J. Roberts, presented the freshman and varsity teams at the Winter
Sports aW:ard banquet last Monday night. He s,p oke
about perserverance as an admirable quality in the
a thlete using Abraham Lincoln, who ran for offic e
many times before winning, as an example.
· --

In general, athletic facilities at Lawrence rank with
any of those in the Midwest conference. Whiting field
,s ite of football, t rack, and cross country events has
served well for many years. Alexander gymnasium .
built in the 1930's has excellent facilities. The indoor
track, although usable, still leaves quite a bit to be desired. Indoor track is not an official conference sport,
so that deficiency is not felt very much. At the University of Chicago invitational meet, which has come to be
considered as a sort of unofficial indoor conference
meet, Lawrence failed to place at all, due largely to
the head start mo st of the other teams had because of
better facilities.
The baseball team at Lawrence als.o finds itself in
a similar predicament. Although it can practice fairly
well indoors. once the weath er breaks and the team
moves outdo~rs, it does not even have a baseball field.
T he games are played at the minor league park where
the Fox Cities Foxes play. But there are no facilities
for the team to take batting practice or for the pitchers
to pitch from a mound. This would result in a slow
start for the team and would also provide difficulty
in keeping the fine edge necessary for a winning· team.
Many improvements h ave been scheduled for this
summer. A new Grastex track will be laid outdoors, a
1nove wh ich will hopefully reduce times and allo!"
running under worse we ather conditions. Two new·
Duralite mats will be purcha&ed for wrestling matches
on the gym floor and one new on e for the upstairs
wrestling room. A false ceilin g will be put over the
basketball floor and the whole lightjng system will ,be
rewired and installed in the new, lower ceiling. And,
of course, next fall will hring the dedication of the
new Lawrence bowl, ·which will undoubtedl y be the
finest football facility in the conference;
It seems unfortunate that a school with such high
quality in most of its facilitie s should be lacking in two
areas which directly influence the quality of its teams.
Th ere has not be en room fo:r th e necessary improvements in track ~nd baseball. Ther e will be certain improvements made on th e indoor track .but the lack of
space indoors j ~ a. problem which cannot be easily al,!eviated. With the movin g- of the football events down
.to the Bow L there remaiI1s quite a bit 'Of free space on
Whiting field, ~.o me of which could be turned into a
baseball field with little difficulty. Let's hope that is
on the agenda in the near future.
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CLIFF'S BARBER SHOP

ECONOMICALLY, l TD. -

115 North Morrison
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HAWAII

We are here to please you.

Univer~ily of Hawaii Study Tour

Our only gratuity

$695.00
Six Weeks - Tax Inc .
Round t rip jet. 43 days i n Hawaii. lnclu<kd is Waik ik i h otel acommodatio!1s, sightseeing, parti es
and more.

And best advertisement
Is a satisfied customer.

LEA.VE J UNE 19 ... RETURN JULY 31, 1965
A lso Teachers Tou rs Availabfe

15 Days Jet rour to Hawaii
lndude:s : MAUI, KAUAI, and HAWAII

$4,5600 0

pl us t ax

Inclu des rc und trip ch:Jrte r jet from Cricago .

A loha floral lei greetings. Airport transfers,
Waikik i hotel acommodations.

l. 0 do,ys in Honolulu, 5 days on Maui, Kauai, Hawaii
Deoarture Dates:
JUNE 19, JULY 3 and 17, 1965

LEILANI TOURS, INO.

FRANK and PAT'S PIZZA
PALACE
8 ·1 5 West College Ave .

RE 4-9131

· FREE DORM DE::L!VERY on Twc: or More Pizzas
Until l :00 a .m.

Fur further information conrtact:

JERRY DeBRUIN, 126 S. Pine, Kimberfy, Wis.
Phone ST 8-1753
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Untested Trackmen
To Start at Knox
Page Eight
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Experienced Pitching Staff
Will Spark Baseball Teain
THE OPENING game of the bas,eball season scheduled for Tuesday, April 6 at Oshkosh Stat.e, was postponed because of snow and wet grounds. The next
game, a doubleheader tomorrow
against Northwestern, may also
be postponed because of weatfler.
LEADING the Lawrence team
will be eight returning lettermen:
Steve Bernsten, pitcher; Paul
Clark, catcher; Jack Harwood,
second baseman ; Chris Isely ,
pitcher ; Tim Knabe, third baseman ; Jim Lynum , outfielder:
Mike O'Neil, shortstop; and Bill
Prange, first baseman.
The strength of the team will
lie in the experienced pitching of
Bernsten and Isely, both of whom
pjtehed ver:v well last year as
sophomores , and the experienced
infield which returned almost intad. With Knabe, o ~Neil, Harwood, and Prange, the infield is
very solid; the only newcomer
with a cbanu to break into the
iineup is Duane Mertl at first

base.

The outfield is one of the biggest question marks. The only
solid spot is held by senior Jim
Lvnum in left field .
·THE other spots will be competed for by Isely , Don Biere, John
Scales, Howie Yoshiura and Bruce
Elliott.
Another question mark will be
the team's hitting. Harwood and
O'Neil are the two leading hitters
r eturning.

If Knabe can return to his (orm
of two years ago, he will add
much to the attack. Most of the
others are largely untested.
ACCORDING to Clyde Rusk,
head baseball coach, this team
"is starting with a more experienced nucleus than last year.
"We hope to pick up where we
left off last year, winning our last
four games.''

With the opening ~f the outdoor
track season tomorrow at Knox ,
the Lawrence trackmen have yet
to seriously test themselves in
competition. The late spring has
hampered much of the training
program planned by head coach
R. Eugene Davis.
Several intra-squad meets that
he has scheduled have been cancelled because of rain or snow
and the team is alinost untested
so far.
Heading the team are nine returning lettermen, providing a
fairly solid nucleus for this year's
team. The strengths of -the team
appear to be the middle distance
events and some field events,
particularly the pole vault.
Davis hopes to ,see improvements in the 440-yd. run, mile
run, two-mile run and mile relay
in the running events while also
improving the high jwnp and the
javelin in the field events.
The returning lettermen are
Bob Bonewitz, (co-captain), middle distance; Bob Pepper, (cocaptain ), pole vault; Roger Bjornstad, discus; Dick Engberg, javelin; Kim Dammers, distance;
Mike Gannett, middle distance;
Henry Kaiser, middle distance;
Dave Nero, hurdles; and Larry
Wilson, pole vault-javelin.
''The top prospects for the conference seem to be Dammers,
Nero, Kaiser, Pepper, Bonewitz,
junior Bob Schoenwetter and
sophs Dick Schultz and Chuck
Porter," commented coach Davis. "The weather has really hurt
us in conditioning, but it's too
early to tell yet."

DISCUS thrower Roger Bjornstad gets, in some warmpractice despite cold, damp weather. R. Eugene
Davis, head track coach, looks forward to good prospects in the hope that the weather has not hurt the:
team too much.
up
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For Better BARBER SERVICE
... See ...

Orv's Barber Shop
108 South Oneida Street
Across from the Zuelke Building

How to spend a weekend
in Chicago for $16
JUDY CHAPMAN

Western College
Oxford, Ohio
says, "Any
student, man
orwoman,can
stay at
Chicago' s
YMCA Hotel
and enjoy a
weekend for
• $16.00. Here is
· how I did it.
Fri. P.M.

Dinner at YMCA Hotel
Chicago Symphony
Room at Y Hotel

$1.25

Sot. A.M. Breakfast at Y Hotel
Art Institute Tour
Lunch at Stouffer's

VIKE CATCHER Paul Clark warms up in a preseason

Sat. P.M.

practice in Alexand er gym. Last Tuesday's game
scheduled with Oshkosh state had to be cancelled because of bad weather.
•
Sun.

••

For PIZZA ...

Formerly Gallo's
FREE DELIVERY SERVICE - Daily, 5-12 p.m.
Phone 8-112!

.58
Free
1.45

Nat. Hist. Museum Tour Free
Dinner at Y Hotel
1.25
Sat. nite dance, Y Hotel
.15
Coke date
.45
Room at Y Hotel
2. 95

A.M. Breakfast at Y Hotel

.58

Worship at Central Church
Lunch at Y Hotel
1.30
Sun.

P.M. Back to campus

and other Italian and American Foods

The VILLAGE INN

2.50
2.95

Total $15.41
MEN• WOMEN• FAMILIES

Stay at Chicago's

YMCA HOTEL
826 South Wabash

at the edge of the Loop
1tco11111odattou for 2,000

•

rates $2.9!1 aad 11p

OAK'S
·ouality Candies
and . . .

•
•
•

Decorated Chocolate Eggs
Easter Baskets Packed to OrderCards and Distinctive Stuffed
Animals
COMPLETE MAILING SERVICE NOW!
Open Weekdays 9 a .m . to 9 p .m.
Closed Saturday and Sunday Evenings,

OAK'S
CANDIES
OUR CANDY MADE and SOLD ONLY FROM

413 W. College Avenue

Write for reservation$ or call 922-3183

A Few NeW Paperbacks
PROGRESS AND POWER by Carl Becker
THE PRECARIOUS BALANCE by Ludwig Dehio
A HISTORY OF RUSSIA by Bernard Pares
THE NEW NATION by Merrill Jensen
The ORGANIZATIONAL SOCIETY by Robert Presthus
CRISIS IN BLACK and WHITE by Charles E. Silberman

CONKEY'S BOOK STORE
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